FALL 2022/SPRING 2023 HONORS ECONOMICS
SUMMER/WINTER ASSIGNMENT
Introduction:
Greetings Honors Economics students!
Click here to see my face explaining the below.

Materials, Deliverables, Due dates:
BOOK: ECONOMICS: THE USERS GUIDE
AUTHOR: Ha-Joon Chang
ISBN: 978-1-62040-814-8

REQUIRED READING
Before the First Day of Class: Prologue – CH. 3 (P.1-78)
ASSIGNMENT
You will create a Youtube video of yourself describing an annotated timeline of the development of
capitalism outlined in the reading.
FALL DUE DATE
SPRING DUE DATE
Night before first day of class on Canvas
Night before first day of class on Canvas

Annotated Timeline Entry Requirements
● 2-3 Sentence Explanation as to how each stage of capitalism transitioned
o There are 8 Total Stages defined within the reading

●
●
●
●

Video Requirements
Using siprep.org account, create an unlisted Youtube video and submit through the Summer Reading
link in Canvas found under the Introductions module.
Create, using whatever tool you feel comfortable with, an annotated timeline that will be displayed
during your video. (Example below.)
As you explain the stages, please include an appropriate copyright free visuals such as images and video
to further explain the development.
Be accurate in your explanations and evidence, have fun, and please don’t be boring(!). Please allow
your personality and talents to shine through.

EXAMPLE OF ANNOTATED TIMELINE
Stage 1: Before Capitalism

Stage 2: Dawn of Capitalism
Capitalism Emerges in Western
Europe but quickly spreads due
to colonialism… etc.

RUBRIC
CATEGORY
PTS
COMPREHENSION
Your ability to show you
read and have command
of the material

EXCELLENT
10
Video is organized in a
unique and original
design

9

SKILLED
PROFICIENT
8
7
6
Video is presentable and Video is unclear in
logical
sequencing

Video demonstrates your
unique understanding of
the material

Video demonstrates a
base understanding of
the material

Material is not fully or
accurately understood

All transitions are 2-3
sentences

Most transitions are 2-3
sentences

Few Transitions are 2-3
sentences

Transitions thoroughly
explain a precise change.

Transitions somewhat
explain a change.

Transitions fail to
specifically explain a
change.

Visuals are detailed,
specific, and in color

Visuals are mostly
detailed but could have
been more specific

10 PTS
DETAIL
The effort, specificity,
and ordering
demonstrated

10 PTS

20 TOTAL POINTS

Visuals are lacking
specificity

